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REVIEW

Diffusion-weighted imaging of biliopancreatic disorders:
Correlation with conventional magnetic resonance imaging
Nam Kyung Lee, Suk Kim, Gwang Ha Kim, Dong Uk Kim, Hyung Il Seo, Tae Un Kim, Dae Hwan Kang,
Ho Jin Jang
is a well established method for the evaluation of intracranial diseases, such as acute stroke. DWI for extracranial application is more difficult due to physiological
motion artifacts and the heterogeneous composition of
the organs. However, thanks to the newer technical development of DWI, DWI has become increasingly used
over the past few years in extracranial organs including
the abdomen and pelvis. Most previous studies of DWI
have been limited to the evaluation of diffuse parenchymal abnormalities and focal lesions in abdominal organs, whereas there are few studies about DWI for the
evaluation of the biliopancreatic tract. Although further
studies are needed to determine its performance in
evaluating bile duct, gallbladder and pancreas diseases,
DWI has potential in the assessment of the functional
information on the biliopancreatic tract concerning the
status of tissue cellularity, because increased cellularity
is associated with impeded diffusion, as indicated by
a reduction in the apparent diffusion coefficient. The
detection of malignant lesions and their differentiation
from benign tumor-like lesions in the biliopancreatic
tract could be improved using DWI in conjunction with
findings obtained with conventional magnetic resonance cholagiopancreatography. Additionally, DWI can
be useful for the assessment of the biliopancreatic tract
in patients with renal impairment because contrast-enhanced computed tomography or magnetic resonance
scans should be avoided in these patients.
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Abstract
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI)
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acute cholangitis, hepatic abscesses, and acute gallstone
pancreatitis; characterization and diagnosis of gallbladder lesions, including cholecystitis, gallbladder empyema,
and gallbladder carcinoma; characterization of intrahepatic biliary lesions and diagnosis of malignant lesions in
the intrahepatic bile ducts; and characterization of extrahepatic biliary lesions and diagnosis of malignant lesions
in the extrahepatic bile ducts, including extrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma, pancreatic carcinoma, and focal
pancreatitis. We also describe pitfalls of DWI misinterpretation.
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INTRODUCTION
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI)
provides information on the random (Brownian) motion of water molecules in the body. It is well established
that DWI is a useful tool for the evaluation of intracranial diseases, such as acute stroke. The development of
phased-array surface coils, high-gradient amplitudes, and
rapid imaging techniques such as echo planar imaging
(EPI) and parallel imaging have been instrumental in allowing the extracranial application of DWI[1-3].
The degree of restriction to water diffusion in biological tissues is directly proportional to tissue cellularity and the integrity of cell membranes. In tissues with
a high cell density and associated with many intact cell
membranes, such as malignant tumors, the motion of
water molecules is more restricted than in less cellular
tissue. The degree of water motion is found to be proportional to the degree of signal attenuation in DWI.
Thus, more cellular solid tumors show relatively higher
signal intensities and exhibit lower apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC, expressed in mm2/s) values on DWI
using two or more b values than do less cellular tissues.
Recently, this utility of DWI has been expanded to examination of abdominal organs; the ADC values of
malignant masses are significantly lower than those of
benign masses in the liver, pancreas, kidney, and prostate, although there is a small degree of overlap[4-9]. Most
previous studies on DWI have been limited to the evaluation of diffuse parenchymal abnormalities and focal
lesions in abdominal organs, whereas there are few studies about DWI for the evaluation of the biliopancreatic
tract[10].
To date, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) combined with magnetic resonance cholagiopancreatography (MRCP) has been found to be accurate
for diagnosis of biliopancreatic diseases. The role of
DWI for the evaluation of biliopancreatic diseases is not
yet well established. However, because DWI yields qualitative and quantitative information reflecting cell membrane integrity and tissue cellularity, DWI can be used to
differentiate normal and abnormal structures of tissues
better, and thus may help in the characterization of various abnormalities in the biliopancreatic tract when added
to conventional MRI.
In this article, we briefly review the basic concepts
for the biological basis of DWI and its technical considerations. Additionally, we illustrate clinical applications
of DWI for the following: evaluation of the biliopancreatic tract, including stone-related complications such as
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BASIC CONCEPTS
In biological tissue, the diffusion of water molecules is
impeded or restricted by natural barriers, such as cell
membranes, large protein molecules, and tissue cellularity.
Pathological conditions, such as tumors, cytotoxic edema,
abscesses, and fibrosis, in which the physical nature of
the intracellular and extracellular spaces changes, result in
increased restriction of the diffusion of water molecules.
In tissues of low cellularity or where the cellular membranes have been disrupted, the diffusion of water molecules is relatively free or less restricted (Figure 1)[1-3,8,11].
DWI is typically obtained using an ultrafast T2weighted single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence by applying
a symmetric pair diffusion-sensitizing gradient, known
as the Stejskal-Tanner sequence. It provides information
on the random (Brownian) motion of water molecules in
tissues between the first dephasing (diffusion-sensitizing)
gradient and the second rephasing gradient on either side
of the 180° refocusing pulse. Static molecules acquire
phase information from the first diffusion-sensitizing gradient, but information will be cancelled out by the second
gradient. As a result, signal intensity is preserved, with the
exception of T2 decay. In contrast, less restricted water
molecules move a considerable distance between the first
dephasing (diffusion-sensitizing) and second rephasing
gradients. The moving water molecules are not entirely
rephased, resulting in reduction of the overall T2 signal
intensity (Figure 2)[1-3].
The sensitivity of a DWI sequence to water diffusion
can be altered by changing the parameter known as the b
value, which represents the diffusion factor (measured in
s/mm2) and the strength of the diffusion gradients. DWI
is obtained with at least two different b values. DWI using lower b values (50-100 s/mm2) is sensitive only to fast
motion of water molecules. On DWI using lower b values, water molecules in vessels are depicted as dark blood
flow (black-blood images). DWI using higher b values
(> 500 s/mm2) is sensitive to both fast and slow motion
of water molecules. Water movements in highly cellular
tissue are restricted and retain their signals even at higher
b values. The images obtained at different b values allow
the quantification of the ADC of tissues, which is usually
displayed as a parametric (ADC) map. The mean or median ADC value can be measured by drawing regions of
interest (ROIs) on the ADC map. Tissues with restricted
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Figure 1 Diffusion of water molecules. Highly cellular tissues with intact cell
membrane restrict the movement of water molecules within intravascular, intracellular, and extracellular space. In contrast, relatively less cellular tissues or
damaged cells with defective cellular membrane increase extracellular space,
which allow greater water molecule movement.
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Figure 2 Diagram of diffusion-weighted sequence. DWI is based on T2weighted spin-echo sequencing with application of two equal gradient pulses
(a dephasing gradient and a rephasing gradient) on each side of the 180°
radiofrequency pulse. Static molecules are dephased by the first diffusion gradient and rephased perfectly by the second diffusion gradient; therefore measured high signal intensity is preserved. In contrast, moving molecules undergo
dephasing but are not entirely rephased by the second gradient because of
their motion, thereby resulting in signal loss. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging; RF: Radiofrequency.

Figure 3 DWI of the normal liver, pancreas, and biliary tract. A: DWI at b
= 50 s/mm2 shows that the liver is hypointense compared to the kidney and
spleen, and isointense compared to the pancreas; there is a signal void within
the portal vein (arrow). DWI using low b values results in decreasing signals
of fast motion of water molecules, such as that occurring within vessels. Such
images are referred to as black-blood images; B: DWI at b = 500 s/mm2 shows
that the signal intensity of bile is decreased (asterisk) and the wall of the gallbladder is not identified. The liver is isointense compared to the pancreas; C:
DWI at b = 1000 s/mm2 shows a significant reduction in the signal intensity of
bile in the gallbladder (asterisk). DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
imaging.

diffusion and high cellular density show low ADC values,
whereas tissues with less cellular density show higher
ADC values[1,2].

confounds DWI images, and the ADC map eliminates
this effect. In clinical practice, higher-b-value DWI (usually 800-1000 s/mm2) results in a reduction of the signal
from moving protons in the bile ducts, cyst, vessels,
and fluid in the bowel. This leads to a reduction in the
T2 shine-through effect, resulting in increased contrast
between lesions and visceral organs such as the liver or
gallbladder. However, the tradeoffs of higher-b-value
DWI are a lower signal-to-noise ratio, the possibility of
ADC error, and increased image distortion due to the
longer echo time required[1,2,8,12].

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The signal intensity on DWI is dependent on diffusion of water molecules and T2 relaxation time. Thus,
an area with a very long T2 relaxation time (e.g., bile in
the biliary tract) maintains high signals on high-b-value
DWI, and can be mistaken for restricted diffusion. This
phenomenon is known as the “T2 shine-through” effect (Figure 3). The T2 shine-through effect inevitably
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Figure 4 Parenchymal changes in acute cholangitis in a 76-year-old man. A: Axial fat-saturated T1-weighted image shows a hyperintense stone (arrowhead)
with upstream bile duct dilation; B: Axial T2-weighted rapid acquisition relaxation enhancement image shows mild bile duct dilatation in the right lobe of the liver, but
no definite area of increased parenchymal signal intensity; C: DWI at b = 50 s/mm2 shows wedge-shaped areas of increased parenchymal signal intensity in segment
6 (arrows). Parenchymal changes are more conspicuous on black-blood images than on routine T2-weighted images; D: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows that most areas
of increased parenchymal signal intensity usually return to isointensity (arrows). Such a finding can be a clue for differentiating parenchymal changes due to cholangitis from abscesses. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging.

beyond approximately b = 100 s/ mm2. ADC measurement using at least three b values adequately reflects
this biexponential behavior, compared with the use of
only two b values. Low b values are sensitive to capillary
perfusion, which can increase the amount of perfusion
contamination in ADC measurement. In contrast, high b
values enable less perfusion contamination in the ADC
measurement and reflect tissue sensitivity[13].
In our institution, MRI is performed with a superconductive 1.5-T imaging unit (Magnetom Avanto;
Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), and a
3.0-T imaging unit (Magnetom Trio; Siemens Medical
Solutions) by using a phased-array multicoil. For DWI,
respiration-triggered, fat-suppressed, single-shot EPI is
performed in the transverse plane with a parallel imaging
(generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition)
acceleration factor of two. DWI is performed prior to
the intravenous injection of gadolinium chelates. Precontrast DWI is usually preferred because gadolinium
chelates may affect the ADC values by decreasing the
signal intensity on these T2-sequences due to shortening
of the T1 and T2 relaxation time. However, it has been
reported that DWI after administration of gadolinium
chelates does not appear to affect ADC values significantly[15]. The imaging parameters of DWI in the 1.5-T
unit are as follows: 5000/103 (repetition time ms/echo
time ms), 90° flip angle, 4-mm section thickness, 1-mm

DWI performed during free breathing can lead to
substantial signal loss. Thus, breath-hold or respirationtriggered DWI would be necessary to prevent signal
loss as a result of respiratory movement. Breath-hold
DWI is generally used because of its short acquisition
time. However, only a limited number of image sections
of relatively large section thicknesses can be acquired.
Moreover, because this technique is usually performed
using a single-shot EPI technique, the signal-to-noise
ratio and lesion conspicuity is reduced. In contrast, respiration-triggered DWI provides higher signal-to-noise
and contrast-to-noise ratios, although its acquisition time
is longer than that of breath-hold DWI[13,14].
Fat suppression is necessary to increase the dynamic
range of DWI and reduce the chemical shift artifacts
that are prevalent in EPI. Inversion recovery sequence
is preferred when performing DWI over a large area of
the body, because it is likely to produce more uniform
fat suppression[13].
Unlike brain imaging where b values are well established, b values in other parts of the body vary widely
between investigators. Thus, b values for body imaging require optimization. Biexponential signal intensity
in the abdominal organs has been shown in DWI with
increasing b values; the initial rapid decrease in signal
intensity is noted with a small increase in b value, and is
followed by a more gradual decrease of signal intensity
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Figure 6 Acute pancreatitis and cholecystitis due to a bile duct stone in
a 72-year-old woman. A: Axial T2-weighted rapid acquisition relaxation enhancement image demonstrates stones in the distal common bile duct (arrow),
a distended gallbladder with pericholecystic fluid, and pancreatic edema with
peripancreatic fluid, findings suggestive of cholecystitis and pancreatitis; B:
DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows that the pancreas is slightly hyperintense (asterisk)
compared to the liver, and the presence of a peripancreatic fluid collection; findings indicative of pancreatitis. A distended gallbladder with diffuse and symmetric high signal intensity in the wall (arrowheads), due to the restriction of water
diffusion in the inflamed gallbladder wall, is also seen. DWI: Diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging.

the same as on T2-weighted images. The liver is hypointense compared to the kidney and spleen, and isointense
or hypointense compared to the pancreas (Figure 3). The
reported ADC value of the normal liver ranges from
1.02 × 10-3 mm2/s to 1.83 × 10-3 mm2/s[4,18-20]. Yoshika
wa et al[18] have reported that the mean ADC value of the
pancreas ranges from 1.02 × 10-3 mm2/s to 1.94 × 10-3
mm2/s using DWI with two values (0 s/mm2 and 600
s/mm2). On higher DWI (usually 800-1000 s/mm2), the
walls of the bile duct and gallbladder are not identified
(Figure 3).

Figure 5 Liver abscesses complicating acute cholangitis in a 79-year-old
man. A: DWI at b = 1000 s/mm2 shows multiple liver abscesses with high signal
intensity (arrowheads); B: Multiple abscesses with peripheral rim enhancement
(arrowheads) are less conspicuous on contrast-enhanced fat-saturated T1weighted images (B) than on DWI (A); C: On an ADC map, multiple abscesses
appear as low signal intensity (arrowheads) due to restriction of diffusion. DWI:
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

intersection gap, 964-Hz/pixel bandwidth, 20 slices,
230-mm field of view, 192 × 192 matrix, and 85-s acquisition time. Imaging parameters in the 3.0-T unit are as
follows: 3900/92 (repetition time ms/echo time ms), 90°
flip angle, 5-mm section thickness, 0.5-mm intersection
gap, 1184-Hz/pixel bandwidth, 24 slices, 230-mm field
of view, 192 × 192 matrix, and 85-s acquisition time.
Each acquisition is obtained using five different b values
including low values (0 s/mm2 and 50 s/mm2) and high
values (500 s/mm2, 800 s/mm2 and 1000 s/mm2)[16,17].
The ADC map is generated automatically with the builtin software of the MRI unit.
The signal intensity of the normal liver on DWI is
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CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF DWI FOR
EVALUATION OF THE BILIOPANCREATIC
TRACT
DWI for evaluation of gallstone-related complications
Acute cholangitis is the most frequently encountered
benign inflammatory lesion and is usually related to
bile duct stones. Acute cholangitis usually manifests as
a dilated bile duct, due to bile duct obstruction, mild
and diffuse bile duct wall thickening, and hepatic paren-
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Figure 7 Gallbladder empyema in a 92-year-old man. A: Axial T2-weighted
rapid acquisition relaxation enhancement image demonstrates a fluid-fluid
level with low signal intensity in the dependent portion (asterisk) of an inflamed
gallbladder (arrow); B: DWI at b = 1000 s/mm2 shows purulent bile with high
signal intensity (asterisk), and diffuse, symmetric high signal intensity in the wall
of the gallbladder (arrow); C: On an ADC map, pus in the dependent portion of
the gallbladder appears with low signal intensity (asterisk) due to restriction of
diffusion. Empyema was confirmed by aspiration of pus during percutaneous
cholecystostomy. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC:
Apparent diffusion coefficient.

Figure 8 Gallbladder carcinoma in a 70-year-old man. A: DWI at b = 1000
s/mm2 shows high signal intensity in the mass occupying the entire gallbladder
(asterisk), which invades the hepatic parenchyma adjacent to the gallbladder
(arrowheads); B: Gallbladder carcinoma with direct liver invasion (arrowheads)
is less conspicuous on contrast-enhanced, fat-saturated T1-weighted images
than on DWI; C: Fused positron emission tomography-CT image confirms intense hypermetabolism (asterisk) in the gallbladder carcinoma with direct liver
invasion adjacent to the gallbladder. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; CT: Computed tomography.

sity is more conspicuous on black-blood images than on
routine T2-weighted images in patients with acute cholangitis. On DWI using high b values, areas of increased
parenchymal signal intensity usually return to signal
isointensity, and infrequently remain at high signal intensity (Figure 4). This may suggest the differentiation of
parenchymal changes due to cholangitis from abscesses,
which remain at very high signal intensity on DWI using
high b values. The causes for signal changes on DWI in
the setting of acute inflammation have not been studied
extensively. On DWI using low b values, signal changes
in cholangitis are influenced by both perfusion and dif-

chymal changes on MRI. Hepatic parenchymal changes
appear as patchy or wedge-shaped areas of increased
parenchymal signal intensity on T2-weighted images and
transient inhomogeneous parenchymal enhancement in
arterial dominant phase imaging[21,22].
In a recent study, DWI using low b values (< 100 s/mm2),
giving black-blood images, detected focal hepatic lesions
more clearly than routine turbo spin-echo T2-weighted
images, and can potentially replace the routine turbo
spin-echo T2-weighted images for lesion detection[23]. In
our experience, the increased parenchymal signal inten-
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Figure 9 Gallbladder carcinoma (focal wall-thickening type) in a 77-yearold woman. A: Axial contrast-enhanced, fat-saturated, T1-weighted image
shows focal wall thickening (arrowheads) in the gallbladder with a metastatic
lymph node in the portocaval space (arrow); B: Fusion image of T2-weighted
image and DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows focal, asymmetric high signal intensity
in the fundal portion of the gallbladder (arrowheads) with a hyperintense metastatic lymph node in the portocaval space (arrow). DWI: Diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure 10 Xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis in a 55-year-old man. A:
Axial T2-weighted rapid acquisition relaxation enhancement image shows focal wall thickening with a fundal mass (arrowheads). There is focal high signal
intensity within the thickened wall of the gallbladder; a finding that is consistent
with an intramural collection; B: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows focal high signal
intensity in the fundal portion of the gallbladder (arrowheads). Xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis was confirmed by laparoscopic cholecystectomy. DWI:
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging.

fusion; perfusion effects may be attributed to vasodilatation involving both arterioles and capillary beds, leading
to increase blood flow, and diffusion effects may be explained by increases in the size and numbers of inflammatory cells, leading to restriction of water molecules.
However, when going to higher b values, the perfusion
effect is decreased, leading to decreased signal intensity
on DWI. Increased parenchymal signal intensity on DWI
may be reversible after treatment, although further studies are needed to confirm this.
Hepatic abscesses are defined as intrahepatic single
or multiple collections of pus within the liver. They result from infectious cholangitis and are usually seen in
patients with suppurative cholangitis. Pyogenic abscesses
have variable signal intensities on T1- and T2-weighted
images. However, most lesions appear hypointense on
T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2-weighted
images. Peripheral rim enhancement and transient hepatic intensity differences associated with abscesses can
be seen after administration of gadolinium. Abscesses
can be a life-threatening emergency if not recognized
and treated promptly[24].
DWI is helpful in the early detection of abscesses
and their differentiation from cystic or necrotic tumors.
On DWI using high b values, abscesses appear hyperin-

tense with low ADC values (Figure 5). This appearance
is explained by the dense viscous content of the abscess
and the presence of cellular infiltrates within the abscess.
In comparison, cystic or necrotic tumors have a greater
degree of signal attenuation on higher-b-value DWI and
return higher ADC values[25].
In a recent study, there was no difference in the ability to detect acute pancreatitis between DWI and computed tomography (CT)[26]. However, DWI can be useful
to detect gallstone pancreatitis more clearly than can
nonenhanced CT in the setting of contrast contraindications. Acute pancreatitis has restricted diffusion because
of acute inflammation, and thus may appear as hyperintense on high-b-value DWI (Figure 6). Peripancreatic
fluid usually has no restricted diffusion on high-b-value
DWI, but infected fluid may have restricted diffusion.
Signal changes in pancreatitis on DWI may be also reversible after treatment.

WJG|www.wjgnet.com

DWI for characterization and diagnosis of gallbladder
lesions
Cholecystitis: Cholecystitis is defined as inflammation of
the gallbladder and is usually related to the presence of
gallstones. In patients clinically suspected to have acute
cholecystitis, ultrasonography (US) is usually favored
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Figure 12 Cholangiocarcinoma (periductal-infiltrating type) in a 70-yearold man. A: Coronal image from thick-slab, single-shot MRCP shows marked
dilatation of the intrahepatic ducts and abrupt narrowing at the confluence of
the hepatic duct (arrow); B: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 with inverted black-and-white
image contrast clearly depicts the mass (arrow) at the confluence of the hepatic
duct. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; MRCP: Magnetic
resonance cholangiopancreatography.

*

added to conventional MRI or MRCP. On DWI using
high b values, diffuse and symmetric hyperintensity in
the wall of the gallbladder is seen in acute cholecystitis,
because of restricted diffusion in the inflamed gallbladder wall (Figure 6). However, restricted diffusion in the
gallbladder wall can be also seen in malignant lesions of
the gallbladder.
Pus in the gallbladder (empyema) occurs in appro
ximately 2%-3% of patients with acute cholecystitis.
Empyema carries a high risk of sepsis and perforation.
Thus, urgent drainage or surgical resection with systemic
antibiotic coverage is required as soon as the diagnosis
is suspected. A diagnosis of empyema may be suggested
by the identification of pus as a fluid-fluid level in the
dependent portion of the gallbladder on T2-weighted
images. However, a fluid-fluid level of the bile in the
gallbladder is not specific for empyema; this can be seen
in other conditions, such as concentrated bile, sludge,
or hemobilia[21]. It has been reported that DWI is a reliable imaging technique for differentiating pyonephrosis
from hydronephrosis. The pus in pyonephrosis has
high viscosity and cellularity, thus leading to impeded
diffusion and a low ADC value [27]. DWI findings of
gallbladder empyema on DWI may be similar to those
of pyonephrosis (Figure 7). Thus, DWI may be helpful

Figure 11 Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (mass-forming type) in a
71-year-old man. A: Nonenhanced CT image shows intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma in the left lobe of the liver (asterisk), stones in the dilated left bile ducts
(arrow), and a fluid collection in the lesser sac (arrowhead); B: DWI at b = 1000
s/mm2 shows intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma with high signal intensity (asterisk). Note a fluid collection (arrowhead) in the lesser sac, which appears as significant attenuation of the signal intensity reduction at a high b value; C: On the
ADC map, cholangiocarcinoma appears as low signal intensity (asterisk) due to
restriction of diffusion. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging;
CT: Computed tomography; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

as the initial imaging technique. CT and MRI usually
provide morphological information similar to that provided by US, and can be performed initially if the clinical presentation is atypical. Increased wall enhancement
of the gallbladder and increased pericholecystic hepatic
parenchymal enhancement are frequent and specific
CT and MRI findings of acute cholecystitis. In acute
cholecystitis, the wall of the distended gallbladder is
typically thickened due to inflammatory edema, inflammatory exudates, and hemorrhage[21]. DWI can provide
additional important information in cholecystitis when

WJG|www.wjgnet.com
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Figure 13 Hilar cholangiocarcinoma (intraductal-growing type) in a
67-year-old man. A: Contrast-enhanced CT shows mild intrahepatic duct dilatation. However, intraductal masses are not clearly depicted on CT; B: Fusion
image of T2-weighted and diffusion-weighted images at b = 800 s/mm2 shows
high signal intensity (arrowhead) at the first branch of the intrahepatic duct;
C: Photograph of the gross specimen shows intraductal growing masses (arrowheads) in the bile duct. Histological analysis revealed biliary intraepithelial
neoplasia with high grade dysplasia. CT: Computed tomography.

Figure 14 Hepatocellular carcinoma with tumor thrombus in bile duct in
a 62-year-old man. A: Gadoxetic acid-enhanced T1-weighted image obtained
during the arterial phase shows a hypervascular HCC in the right lobe of the
liver (arrowhead) and an intraluminal enhancing mass (arrow) in the common
hepatic duct; B: On gadoxetic-acid-enhanced T1-weighted image obtained 20
min after injection, a small HCC (arrowhead) is hypointense relative to the surrounding liver. Contrast material filling the left intrahepatic duct is delayed owing
to a partial bile duct obstruction caused by tumor thrombus in the bile duct (arrow); C: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows a hyperintense small HCC (arrowhead)
and tumor thrombus in the bile duct (arrow). HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma.

in differentiating pus from concentrated bile, sludge, or
hemobilia in the gallbladder.
Gallbladder carcinoma: Imaging findings of focal or
diffuse wall thickening or a mass replacing the gallbladder mimics the appearance of acute cholecystitis. DWI
can be helpful in the diagnosis of gallbladder carcinoma,
the detection of liver and lymph node metastasis, and
differentiation from inflammatory conditions of the gallbladder. A hyperintense mass occupying the entire gallbladder lumen or focal and asymmetric high signal intensity in or around the gallbladder wall is more common in
malignant lesions of the gallbladder (Figures 8 and 9)[28].
In contrast, diffuse and smooth high signal intensity in
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the wall of the gallbladder due to acute inflammation is
more common in cholecystitis on DWI using high b values. In our experience, however, focal and irregular high
signal intensities in the gallbladder wall on DWI are also
seen in xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis and papillary
adenomatous polyps (Figure 10). Thus, differentiating
gallbladder carcinoma from some adenomatous polyps or
xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis may be difficult, even
with DWI. Additionally, the presence of associated findings on DWI, such as direct invasion of the liver or adjacent structures, hematogenous liver metastasis, and nodal
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Figure 15 Extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma in a 62-year-old man. A: Coronal T2-weighted rapid acquisition relaxation enhancement image shows a mass
(arrow) in the distal common bile duct and marked upstream bile duct dilatation;
B: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 shows a mass with high signal intensity (arrow), but
the signal intensity of bile is also increased; C: DWI at b = 1000 s/mm2 shows
a mass with high signal intensity (arrow). Note that the signal intensity of bile in
the bile duct is significantly reduced. DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure 16 Pancreatic adenocarcinoma in a 50-year-old woman. A: Coronal
reformatted contrast-enhanced CT image shows a double duct sign secondary
to a pancreatic head cancer (arrow); B: On DWI at b = 800 s/mm2, pancreatic
adenocarcinoma (arrow) shows hyperintensity; C: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 superior to (B) shows high signal intensity of the remaining pancreas (arrowheads)
due to obstructive pancreatitis. However, the remaining pancreas is less hyperintense relative to pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The ADC value of pancreatic
cancer (1.23 ± 0.32 mm2/s) is significantly lower than that of the remaining
pancreas (1.85 ± 0.45 mm2/s). DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
imaging; CT: Computed tomography; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

metastasis, favor the diagnosis of gallbladder carcinoma
rather than benign gallbladder lesions (Figures 8 and 9).

most common type of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma,
but periductal-infiltrating and intraductal-growing intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma is also seen[29,30].
Mass-forming intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma appears as a single, predominantly homogeneous mass
with well-circumscribed lobulated margins. Satellite nodules are frequent and vary in size. They usually appear
as noncapsulated tumors, hypointense on T1-weighted
images, and mild-to-moderately hyperintense on T2weighted images, depending on the amount of fibrous
tissue, necrosis, and mucin content. Dynamic-enhanced

DWI for characterization of intrahepatic biliary lesions
and diagnosis of malignant lesions in the intrahepatic
bile duct
Depending on their sites of origin, cholangiocarcinoma
is classified as intrahepatic or extrahepatic. Based on
its growth pattern, it is also classified as mass-forming,
periductal-infiltrating, or intraductal-growing type. Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma originates from secondorder or greater peripheral branches of the intrahepatic
bile duct. The mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma is the
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Figure 18 Ampullary carcinoma in a 63-year-old man. A: Coronal image
from thick-slab single-shot MRCP shows marked bile duct dilatation with abrupt
narrowing (arrow) at the distal common bile duct; B: Fusion image of T2weighted and diffusion-weighted imaging at b = 800 s/mm2 shows an ampullary
mass with hyperintensity (arrowhead). MRCP: Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography.

although there was some overlap[4].
Mass-forming intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma is
usually large, achieving a diameter of up to 15 cm because early symptoms are rarely present. Thus, it is readily depicted on DWI and remains hyperintense on DWI
using high b values with low ADC values; similar to values of other malignant focal hepatic lesions (Figure 11).
Central hypointensity of the mass lesion may be seen on
T2-weighted images and DWI using high b values, which
may reflect fibrotic tissue in the central portion of the
tumor. Peripheral hyperintensity can be demonstrated
on DWI using high b values, corresponding to the more
highly cellular region. As mentioned earlier, it is, however, difficult to distinguish mass-forming intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),
and metastasis. Thus, DWI should be used along with
conventional MRI sequences, such as dynamic-enhanced
MRI, to differentiate mass-forming intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma from other hepatic malignancies.
Cholangiocarcinoma tends to occur in atrophied or
heavily stone-burdened segments. On cross-sectional
images, it is difficult to diagnose cholangiocarcinoma
associated with hepatolithiasis. A diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma associated with hepatolithiasis should
be considered when a mass involving or surrounding
the bile duct is seen, or when focal nodular biliary wall
thickening with increased enhancement is present in the

Figure 17 Focal pancreatitis in a 52-year-old man. A: Coronal image from
thick-slab single-shot MRCP shows a double duct sign with tapered narrowing
of pancreatic duct in the head of the pancreas; B: On DWI at b = 800 s/mm2, focal pancreatitis (asterisk) shows hyperintensity; C: DWI at b = 800 s/mm2 superior to (B) shows high signal intensity of the remaining pancreas due to obstructive pancreatitis. The remaining pancreas is slightly hypointense (arrowheads)
relative to pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The ADC value of focal pancreatitis (1.48
± 0.16 mm2/s) is similar to that of the remaining pancreas (1.54 ± 0.28 mm2/s).
Note a hyperintense reactive lymph node (arrow). DWI: Diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging; MRCP: Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

MRI reveals minimal-to-moderate initial peripheral rim
enhancement followed by progressive and concentric
incomplete filling of the tumor with contrast material[29].
In several studies, DWI is useful for detection of focal hepatic lesions, differentiation of cystic and solid hepatic lesions, and differentiation of benign and malignant
focal hepatic lesions[4,19,31]. In one investigation using two
b values (0 and 500 s/mm2), there were significant differences between the ADCs of benign and malignant focal
hepatic lesions (2.45 ± 0.96 × 10-3 and 1.08 ± 0.50 × 10-3
mm2/s for b = 0 and 500 s/mm2, respectively; P < 0.001),
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limited on DWI because tumor detection with DWI is
affected by variable causes, such as low spatial resolution
of higher-b-value DWI, tumor cellularity, bowel peristalsis, and artifacts.
Invasion of the intrahepatic bile duct is infrequent in
HCC, and seen in approximately 3.3%-9.0% of cases[33].
Obstruction of the bile duct in patients with HCC is
caused by invasion of the intrahepatic bile duct, blood
clots from the tumor, and tumor fragments. HCC with
bile duct tumor thrombi can be distinguished from hematomas in the bile duct based on the presence of mass
enhancement on dynamic-enhanced CT or MRI [34,35].
DWI can be useful for the differentiation of HCC and
bile duct tumor thrombi from blood clots within the bile
on the basis of identification of restricted diffusion of
the mass lesion in the bile duct. They appear as hyperintense intraluminal filling defects on DWI using high b
values with low ADC values (Figure 14). However, because imaging findings of HCC with bile duct thrombi
are similar to those of intraductal-growing cholangiocarcinoma, conventional MRI findings of a mass outside
the ductal system, hypervascularity on dynamic imaging,
and underlying cirrhosis favor the diagnosis of HCC
with bile duct tumor thrombi rather than intraductal
cholangiocarcinoma.

A

B

C

DWI for characterization of extrahepatic biliary lesions
and diagnosis of malignant lesions in the extrahepatic
bile duct
Approximately two-thirds of extrahepatic bile duct cancer arises at the hepatic hilum (known as hilar cholangiocarcinoma or Klatskin tumor), and approximately onethird originates from the distal common bile duct. The
most common pattern of tumor growth is focal infiltration of the ductal wall or the periductal-infiltrating type,
resulting in focal strictures. Other tumor growth patterns include the mass-forming and intraductal-growing
types[29].
Extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma causes varying degrees of upstream bile duct dilatation. MRCP is highly
accurate in identifying the presence and level of bile duct
obstruction. Although differentiation between benign
and malignant biliary lesions by MRCP is sometimes difficult, inspection of the bile duct lumen and wall on thinsection images helps to identify malignancies, which often
cause an eccentric, abrupt change in the bile duct caliber,
with irregular shouldering at the transition point from
large obstructed to small-caliber decompressed ducts. Benign strictures tend to show short-segment involvement
with smooth, gradual, and concentric narrowing[36].
It has been reported that DWI is useful for the detection of extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma and differentiation between malignant and benign biliary lesions. In a
study using two b values (0 s/mm2 and 500 s/mm2), the
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the detection of
extrahepatic carcinoma were 94.3%, 100% and 96.4%,
respectively[10]. On DWI using high b values, a high signal
intensity with a low ADC value at the transition point

Figure 19 Papillitis due to a recently passed stone in a 75-year-old man.
A: Coronal image from thick-slab single-shot MRCP shows mild bile duct dilatation; B: DWI at b = 50 s/mm2 shows a papilla with high signal intensity (arrow);
C: On DWI at b = 800 s/mm2, the signal intensity of the papilla returns to the
isosignal intensity (arrow). DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; MRCP: Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography.

region of the stricture[32]. DWI using high b values can
be useful for the detection of cholangiocarcinoma associated with hepatolithiasis (Figure 11).
Diffuse periductal thickening along the bile duct in
the periductal-infiltrating type, causing mild-to-marked
bile duct dilatation, is seen in intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma[29]. DWI may be helpful for the detection of
malignant bile duct lesions causing a variable degree of
intrahepatic bile duct dilatation, as well as for differentiating between intrahepatic malignant and benign bile
duct lesions (Figure 12).
Intraductal-growing cholangiocarcinoma appears as
hyperintense intraluminal filling defects on DWI using
high b values with low ADC values (Figure 13). However, detection of small malignant bile duct lesions is
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bile duct. Pancreatitis remains difficult to distinguish
from pancreatic carcinoma on the basis of MRI findings,
particularly in cases of acute or chronic mass-forming
pancreatitis, because both appear as hypointense masses
or mass-like lesions in the pancreas on T1-weighted images and are associated with ductal obstruction[37].
In a study using b values (0 s/mm2 and 600 s/mm2),
DWI is helpful in detecting focal pancreatic lesions
and differentiating between pancreatic carcinoma and
mass-forming pancreatitis. Mass-forming pancreatitis
has either lower or higher ADC values than pancreatic
carcinoma, but ultimately follows the ADC values of the
remaining pancreatic parenchyma, whereas the focal lesion in pancreatic carcinoma is invariably lower than the
remaining parenchyma (Figures 16 and 17)[7]. In a study
using a high b value (1000 s/mm2), the sensitivity and
specificity for the detection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma was 96.2% and 98.6%, respectively[38]. ADC values
in pancreatic carcinoma tend to be lower than in the
normal pancreas in most studies, although there is some
degree of overlap [7,38]. Pancreatic carcinoma invokes
a fibrotic response similar to desmoplastic reaction,
therefore, ADC values are correlated with the degree of
fibrosis; the ADC value of pancreatic carcinoma with
loose fibrosis is higher than that of pancreatic carcinoma
with dense fibrosis[39]. In a recent study, ADC at lower
b values (< 500 s/mm2) was higher in mass-forming
pancreatitis than in pancreatic carcinoma, whereas ADC
at high b values was not significantly different between
mass-forming pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma[17].
This was attributed to increasing perfusion effects at
lower b values, which was correlated with high vascularity in chronic pancreatitis. Thus, DWI alone is suboptimal for the differentiation of pancreatic masses and
mass-like lesions, and should be interpreted in conjunction with conventional MRI.
Periampullary lesions have one or more of the following MRI features: the presence of biliary dilatation at the
level of the ampulla of Vater with or without a dilated
pancreatic duct, bulging of the papilla, a mass lesion in or
around the ampulla of Vater, and abnormal enhancement
of the papilla. It is not always easy to distinguish between
neoplastic and non-neoplastic conditions in or around
the ampulla of Vater using conventional MRI, because of
the confusing or overlapping findings[40].
In our experience, ampullary or periampullary carcinoma displays mild-to-moderately high signal intensity
on DWI using high b values with low ADC values, reflecting the high cellularity of tumors, whereas benign
lesions, such as sphincter of Oddi dysfunction or papillary stenosis, show no high signal intensity in or around
the ampulla of Vater (Figures 18 and 19). Thus, DWI
can be helpful for detecting highly cellular malignant lesions and distinguishing between malignant and benign
conditions in or around the ampulla of Vater. However,
as mentioned earlier, some small malignant lesions in or
around the ampulla of Vater are not identified on DWI
using high b values.

A

*

B

*

C

*

Figure 20 Hemobilia secondary to percutaneous liver biopsy in a 55-yearold man. A: DWI at b = 50 s/mm2 shows a hypointense hematoma in the gallbladder (asterisk); B: On DWI at b = 800 s/mm2, signal intensity of the hematoma
changes to high signal (asterisk). C: On the ADC map, the hematoma in the
gallbladder appears as low signal intensity (asterisk), which is associated with intact RBC membranes (i.e., hyperacute, acute, and early subacute hematomas).
DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC: Apparent diffusion
coefficient; RBC: Red blood cell.

from large obstructed to small-caliber decompressed ducts
is a highly suggestive finding for malignant, rather than
benign, biliary lesions because benign lesions usually
show no hyper- or isointensity to the surrounding structures in the transitional area (Figure 15). Thus, this finding can be a clue for differentiating between malignant
and benign biliary lesions. However, there is some degree
of overlap; benign active inflammatory conditions rarely
have hyperintensity, and some malignant lesions are not
demonstrated on DWI using high b values[10].
Pancreatic carcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma, or chronic pancreatitis should be considered when a bile duct
stricture is limited to the distal (intrapancreatic) common
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Table 1 Characteristic diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging features in the various biliopancreatic tract disorders
Categories

Diagnosis

Characteristic DWI features

DWI for the evaluation of
Acute cholangitis
gallstone-related complications
Hepatic abscess
Acute pancreatitis
DWI for the characterization
Cholecystitis
and diagnosis of gallbladder
lesions
Gallbladder carcinoma

DWI for the characterization of Mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma
intrahepatic biliary lesions and
diagnosis of malignant lesions Periductal-infiltrative cholangiocarcinoma
in the intrahepatic bile duct
Intraductal-growing cholangiocarcinoma
HCC with bile duct thrombi
DWI for characterization of
Extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
extrahepatic biliary lesions and
diagnosis of malignant lesions Pancreatic carcinoma
in the extrahepatic bile duct
Mass-forming pancreatitis
Ampullary or periampullary carcinoma
Sphincter Oddi dysfunction or papillary
stenosis

Hyperintense parenchyma on low b values usually returns to isointense
on high b values
Hyperintense on high b values with low ADC values
Hyperintense on high b values
Diffuse and symmetric hyperintensity in the gallbladder wall on high b
values Pus in the dependent portion: hyperintense on high b values with
low ADC values
Hyperintense mass occupying the entire gallbladder lumen or focal and
asymmetric hyperintensity in or around the gallbladder wall on high b
values
Hyperintense on high b values with low ADC values, similar to that of
other malignant hepatic masses
Hyperintense periductal thickening along the bile duct on high b values
with low ADC values
Hyperintense intraluminal filling defect on high b values with low ADC
values
Similar to that of intraductal-growing cholangiocarcinoma
Hyperintense on high b values with low ADC values, at the transition
point from large obstructed to small-caliber decompressed ducts
Lower ADC values than those of the remaining pancreas
Similar ADC values to those of remaining pancreas
Mild to moderate hyperintensity in or around ampulla of Vater on high b
values with low ADC values
Isointensity in or around ampulla of vater on high b values

DWI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

ing between benign and malignant lymph nodes remains
unclear[42]. Additionally, diffusion of water in hematoma
may be significantly restricted. Decreased ADC values in
hemorrhage with intact red blood cell (RBC) membranes
(i.e., hyperacute, acute, and early subacute hematoma)
and increased ADCs after lysis of RBC membranes (i.e.,
‘‘free’’ methemoglobin in subacute-to-chronic hematoma)
have been reported (Figure 20). This may be mistaken for
malignant lesions on DWI or the ADC map, causing erroneous detection or characterization of lesions[43].
Thus, the radiologists have to be aware of potential
pitfalls and limitation of the technique, and it should be
kept in mind that DWI should be interpreted in conjunction with other conventional MRI.

PITFALLS
DWI is susceptible to a variety of artifacts that arise
from motion, use of strong gradient pulses, and EPI
technique. Physiological motion artifacts such as respiratory motion, cardiac pulsation, movement of the diaphragm, and motility of the bowel lead to ghosting images and blurring. The pulsatile motion of the heart and
aorta obscure or diminish visualization of and increase
ADC in the left lobe of the liver. These artifacts can
be overcome using respiratory or electrocardiographic
triggering. The EPI technique produces a low spatial
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. The rapid on-andoff switching of the high-intensity gradient field easily
produce eddy currents, leading to geometrical distortion and image shearing artifacts that may become more
pronounced with increased b values. DWI is also highly
sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneity. Susceptibility
artifacts caused by field inhomogeneity are prevalent at
air-tissue interfaces or around tissue-metal interfaces[13,41].
Although restricted diffusion is generally considered
to be associated with malignant lesions, some malignant
lesions may not be detected on DWI. Some malignant
tumors are too small for the DWI signal change to be
obvious, or restriction to water diffusion is likely to be
limited in malignant tumors with low cellularity, such as
tumors with large cystic components. In contrast, some
benign lesions sometimes exhibit restricted diffusion on
imaging with high b values. The highly cellular tissue in
reactive lymph nodes may show restricted diffusion (Figure 17). Thus, the role of DWI and ADC in distinguish-
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CONCLUSION
DWI results for evaluating biliopancreatic diseases are
still preliminary, and further studies are needed to determine its performance in the biliopancreatic tract.
Additionally, correlation of DWI with pathological findings is required to define better the pathophysiology of
various biliopancreatic diseases. Nevertheless, DWI can
complement morphological information obtained by
conventional MRCP by providing additional functional
information concerning the alteration of tissue cellularity due to pathological processes. The detection of abnormal lesions and the differentiation of malignant from
benign tumor-like lesions in the biliopancreatic tract can
be improved by combined evaluation using both DWI
and conventional MRI (Table 1). Moreover, DWI can
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be a reasonable alternative technique for the assessment
of the biliopancreatic tract in the setting of a contraindication to contrast agents such as renal insufficiency or
contrast allergy.
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